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 To open his talk Bob reminded us that the government was already preparing for war before 3rd September 1939.
The Germans knew the geography of the docks because of the constant use of them by shipping, and the Luftwaffe
trained by using models of the area.

The British Government was storing foodstuffs in various Ports throughout Britain, and Shelters and trenches
were being built as protection in 1938 - a year before the outbreak of war. They were very primitive, but at least
would give some protection. A defence force had been formed to guard the docks, and this group - known as the
Volunteer Defence Force was the basis for what later became the Home Guard. There was also a River Emergen-
cy Service used to carry goods up and down the river. Because of the Dockers’ sense of humour, the group be-
came known as Rest Eat and Sleep, but their work was invaluable.

The dock and riverside warehouses were packed with over half a million tons of foodstuffs and raw materials,
together with goods and cargoes of all kinds needed to sustain the war effort. Vital rails connections and goods
depots were concentrated in the area and along the river, in addition to oil refineries, power stations, cement
works and the biggest gas works in the world at Barking, which supplied a large part of London. The river itself
acted as a guide to the invading planes, as no amount of camouflage could hide its existence. We were shown
slides of various types of air raid shelters, merchant ships that were armed and converted for use as auxiliary war
vessels. There were also Barrage Balloon sites to impede attacking aircraft.

Many homeowners with gardens were issued with Anderson Shelters, corrugated iron constructions that were
partly buried in the earth, and covered over with sandbags or soil as additional protection. Others without gardens
sometimes had Morrison shelters, which could be placed in a ground floor room. These were heavy metal con-
structions into which their owners could crawl in the event of an air raid. For others there were brick built street
shelters, or tube stations.

During the summer of 1940 the Battle of Britain took place over South East England, but the Port f London con-
tinued to operate. This period became known as the phoney war, but all was to change after the evacuation of
British troops from Dunkirk.

The craft and men of the Port played a very important role in helping to bring back members of the British Expe-
ditionary Force who had become trapped on the French beaches. The London Fire Brigade fire float “Massey
Shaw” made three round trips to France, bringing back over 600 exhausted troops. Bob showed a very moving
slide of a little girl kissing her father - was it goodbye or welcome home? So many brave men were involved in
the rescue attempt. And inevitably some of them never returned.

The weekend end of the 7/8th September 1940 was the real starting point for Bob’s talk as it was at that time that
London and the Docks area in particular became the target for the first German Blitzkrieg. London was one of the
world’s largest ports, handling over 50 million tons of cargo, and 25,000 ships. Thousands of tons of high explo-
sive and incendiary bombs rained down over the docks area throughout the whole of that weekend. Bob showed a
slide of a painting depicting the docks on fire. On that first night 430 people were killed, 2000 seriously injured
and tens of thousands made homeless. All the emergency services were stretched to their limits, and the whole
area almost collapsed under the strain.

As was pointed out earlier, the Germans had very detailed maps of the dock area and knew where stocks of stra-
tegic raw materials were likely to be stored. Shortly after 4.15 several hundred aircraft were crossing the Kent



coast between Deal and Margate, heading for London, and it was not long before reports began flooding into the
control room in the Basement of Trinity House that oil tanks, flour mills and the Beckton Gas works had all been
hit by bombs, and so it went on for the next thirteen hours or so. Reports of ships hit and sinking in the docks,
barges out of control and drifting helplessly in the river. At Surrey Docks 250 acres of stored timber was set on
fire - a fire that burned for days despite the efforts of hundreds of fire fighters summoned from all over the coun-
try. It is impossible to give a true picture of these events without the aid of the excellent slides, which Bob used
to illustrate his talk.

The first wave of bombing came to an end at about 7 in the evening, but another attack took place during the
night, causing yet more devastation. Damage to the Beckton gas works meant that the supply to eight London
boroughs was cut off. An official at Siemens factory - producers of telephone and power cables and telephone
equipment, felt that the damage to the factory was so great that the plant was “finished”. However, in a very short
space of time the factory actually increased its output.

The bombers returned yet again during Sunday afternoon causing yet more chaos, leaving fires that blazed well
into Monday. But, on that day men and women returned to work in the docks - not knowing what they would find
- but soon setting to work to clear debris, salvaging cargo, erecting temporary shelters to protect cargoes standing
in the open air. In the East End workers picked their way over bomb damage to get to work, the post was collect-
ed, and milk was delivered.

The bombers returned every night for the next few months. The first weekend was the only time there were mas-
sive daylight raids. Here Bob showed a slide of a map indicating the density of the bombing. Although the docks
were hit many times in other raids the main target became civilian areas in an attempt to undermine morale. How-
ever, it is impossible to do justice in words to the heroism of the men who fought so hard to protect the docks,
and London, over that first weekend. Casualties inevitably mounted, but through it all the docks endured and
coped. Mobile canteens were introduced, mainly stocked with goods provided by Commonwealth countries such
as Canada and Australia, much aid also came from America under a lease-lend agreement.

The official version of the effects of the Blitz on London was that the population coped marvellously. In fact,
many people got out of London as quickly as possible. Many sought refuge in the hop-fields of Kent, where so
many had spent happier summers before the war.

Others were catered for in Rest Centres with very basic accommodation. The Chislehurst Caves became home to
many for overnight shelter. Some people commuted to their jobs from there - returning at night to sleep. Tube
stations became nightly refuge for many others, but these were not always the haven hoped for. Balham station
received a direct hit and 64 people were buried alive by a mountain of ballast, sand and water. Some decided to
take their chances in their own homes.

As the Blitz wore on some evening classes were conducted in Rest Centres to make sheltering less depressing and
demoralising. Looting was a problem, and the Home Guard backed the police in trying to control this. The last
major fire raid on London took place in May 1941 and for a time life returned to a weird sort of normality. But in
the summer of 1944 another reign of terror began with the arrival of Hitler’s secret weapon - the VI - soon to be
known as the Doodle Bug. The first of these hit London on 13tn June 1944 and within three days an average of 75
a day were hitting Greater London. These weapons in S.E England killed 5000 people.

The next weapon was the V2, which started its reign of terror on 8 September 1944. These monsters took only 4
minutes to reach London from their base in Germany, were silent in approach, and devastating in their effect.

Throughout all these the Port authorities were on the defensive - Sea Forts (so-called Maunsel forts) were built in
the docks and towed out to the Thames estuary, laden with anti-aircraft guns designed to break up enemy attacks
before they reached the heart of the port. Minesweepers swept the whole of the river each day from Kew to the
sea, keeping the vital link of the Thames free from mines and open to shipping.

Gradually the Port went over to the offensive from 1943, and 1000 Thames barges were given engines and adapt-
ed for use as invasion craft, hundreds of prefabricated barges began to appear on the river. Tank landing craft



were manufactured in the docks and made ready for use. Construction began on huge masses of concrete at East
India and Surrey Docks, and it was realised that these were breakwaters - designed to protect ships discharging
men and equipment onto the invasion beaches. Two thirds of all the mulberries constructed were built in the Port
of London - five miles of concrete under tow from Tilbury.

On 3rd March 1944 General Montgomery addressed 16,000 port workers at London Dock and told them that they
would have a vital role in the coming invasion. Marshalling began on 27th and 28th May and loading a day or so
later. For a week a never-ending stream of men and equipment was loaded onto the biggest armada of vessels ev-
er seen. On the 5th June all was ready:

307 ships sailed from London carrying 50,000 men, 80,000 tons of military stores, 9,000 vehicles from jeeps to
heavy tanks.

After D Day, the work of supplying the huge Allied armies with food, equipment, oil and petrol was unceasing
for the next year, as London was chosen as the principal supply port for the Allies. Between D Day and VE Day,
the port despatched a further 2.5m. tons of stores and 200,00 tanks and vehicles. 1 million gallons of petrol a day
was pumped from Dover to Calais via PLUTO (Pipe line under the ocean) - built in Siemens factory at Wool-
wich.

The final slide showed a celebratory street party outside “The Ship” public house in Long Lane, South London.
Many of these parties took place throughout London celebrating the end of one of the most ferocious wars in his-
tory, during which 106 tons of shipping had entered and left the port. 23 million tons in connection with the inva-
sion of Europe. 500 workers had died on duty, 50% of the Port’s storage capacity lay in ruins. Damage to
premises and equipment was assessed at 25 million pounds.

The Port had won its war but winning the peace was to prove just as difficult.

Bob invited questions, but what followed was more a reminiscence session as so many of those present had been
involved in some way with the events depicted.

A very warm vote of appreciation was given to Bob, both for stepping in at such short notice to give this talk, and
for the masterly way in which he presented the subject, and his use of slides to illustrate his words.

KMB.


